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6
C O N C L U S I O N

6.1 summary of contributions

This thesis started out with the current method of choice for single-object image
classification: Bag-of-Words. We performed a thorough analysis of this system
and made a variety of improvements. The end result is a state-of-the-art system
for object recognition, as well as a system which jointly classifies multiple objects.
The latter is a significant step towards generating the full narrative of an image.

Chapter 2 reviewed and created various techniques to accelerate Bag-of-Word
based concept classification. We improved the computational efficiency of densely
sampled SIFT and SURF. Furthermore, our experiments resulted in several rec-
ommendations for practitioners: (1) From the descriptors SIFT [53], SURF [6],
DAISY [92], and Semantic Textons [79], we found that SIFT is the descriptor
of choice for classification accuracy and that SURF is the descriptor of choice
for computational efficiency. (2) For a visual vocabulary, we found that a Ran-
dom Forest [63] when used in combination with Principal Component Analysis
is much faster than k-means, and yet performs similarly. And while it does re-
quire labelled data for learning, the vocabulary is equally powerful for classes on
which it is not learned. This makes a Random Forest the visual vocabulary of
choice. (3) For the Spatial Pyramid we found that only a division into horizontal
regions improves performance, which is a crude floor-object-sky distinction. This
makes intuitively sense as flipping a picture horizontally still displays the same
scenery. (4) As kernel for the Support Vector Machine we compared a RBF-kernel,
χ2 kernel, and a Histogram Intersection kernel. We found the χ2 kernel to be
superior for accuracy. The Histogram Intersection kernel is much faster if the
approximation of the SVM classification function is used [54], but gave slightly
lower results in the experiments of this chapter. However, we later found that
when a visual word is extracted from each pixel, the accuracy difference between
the χ2 kernel and Histogram Intersection kernel disappears. Hence when accu-
racy is important, we recommend to use extremely dense sampling and the SVM
with Histogram Intersection kernel.

The increased computational efficiency of the Bag-of-Words pipeline opened
up new applications for automatic visual concept classification. On the one hand
we were able to create a real-time visual concept classification system, which
would be able to automatically tag 10,000 images per minute for 20 classes on
5 desktop computers, where each additional computer allows the tagging of 20

extra classes. This throughput is sufficient to automatically label all images as
they are uploaded to Flickr. On the other hand our Bag-of-Words pipeline facili-
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conclusion

tates extreme dense sampling of visual words, which enables the exploration of
region-based techniques for classification.

In chapter 3 we investigated the visual extent of an object in terms of the ob-
ject and its surround, and in terms of the object interior and the object border.
We performed our investigation from two perspectives: (a) Without knowing the
object location we determined and visualised where the support for object classi-
fication resides. (b) Assuming known object locations we investigated the relative
potential of the object and its surround, and of the object border and the object
interior. We found the following: (1) In the situation where the object location
is not known, support for the classifiers is found throughout the whole image,
supporting the notion that context facilitates image classification. (2) We found
the surround to adequately distinguish between the groups of classes furniture,
animals, and land-vehicles, but for distinguishing categories within one group the
surroundings become a source of confusion. (3) the physically rigid classes plane,
bike, bus, car, and train are recognised by their interior boundaries and shape, not
by texture. In contrast, the non-rigid animals dog, cat, cow, and sheep are primarily
recognised by texture, i.e. fur, as their projected shape varies greatly. (4) We con-
firmed an early observation from human psychology [7]: An object in isolation is
recognised equally well as an object in proper context, suggesting that once the
object has been located the surroundings help little for the identification of the
object. (5) We showed that isolating the object leads to a significant increase in
classification accuracy. This last insight inspired us to pursue the isolation of the
object location.

Chapter 4 addressed the problem of finding good candidate locations within an
image. Our structured sampling combines the advantages of both segmentation
and exhaustive search. Like segmentation, it uses the image structure to guide
the sampling process. Like exhaustive search, it aims to capture all possible ob-
ject locations. Instead of a single sampling strategy, structured search combines
the locations a set of diversified strategies to deal with as many image conditions
as possible. Specifically, we use a variety of different colour spaces to deal with
different scene conditions, and we use a variety of similarity measures to account
for a variety of reasons why pieces of an image belong together. This results in
a data-driven, class-independent structured sampling which yields a small set of
high-quality locations. We showed that the resulting set outperforms exhaustive
search both in terms of quality and quantity. Furthermore, it enabled the use
of powerful Bag-of-Words implementation for object recognition, resulting in sig-
nificant improvements of 9 out of 20 classes on the Pascal VOC 2010 detection
challenge. Finally, we showed that the object hypothesis set generated by our
structured search is close to optimal in terms of object recognition accuracy for
our Bag-of-Words framework when generating 10,097 locations.

In addition to finding complete objects, our selective search strategy theoreti-
cally also captures concepts like sand and water, as well as object parts and object
collections. Hence our selective search strategy is highly versatile and its use
extends beyond object recognition, as evidenced by its use in chapter 5.

In chapter 5 we predicted the joint presence of multiple objects as a step to-
wards generating the story of an image. Multi-object classification only scales if it
is done through the combination of single-class classifiers due to the exponential
combinatorics which arise from classifying n objects from c classes. To be able
to combine single-class classifiers, they should be largely independent which can
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6.2 general conclusion

be achieved by using localised features from the image. An important insight of
this chapter is not to focus on the whole object, but on the most discriminative
parts of an object for its classification: the “most telling window”. By focusing
on the “most telling window”, we account for variations in image composition
that are increasingly common as the number of objects in an image grow: (1)
Aggregations of objects may be better recognised as a complete group, (2) Non-
visible parts of occluded objects should be ignored. (3) Objects that change pose,
possibly because of an interaction, may still retain some characteristic features
through which they can be recognised. The end result is a system that obtains
strong results for the joint prediction of two and three object classes.

6.2 general conclusion

This thesis brought several improvements to object recognition and image un-
derstanding. But looking at the bigger picture, where exactly did this brought
us?

In terms of Bag-of-Words this thesis made almost full circle: The extremely
successful Bag-of-Words method impoverished image analysis model by remov-
ing the object location and replacing it by local details scattered throughout the
image, captured by highly invariant descriptors. This enabled the use of strong
machine learning techniques, favouring quantity of annotation over quality of
annotation. In this thesis, to improve object classification accuracy further, we
reintroduced the object location on the basis of a data-driven sampling strategy.
We kept strong machine learning techniques and invariant descriptors, yet rein-
stated a more precise appearance model of the object, putting again more em-
phasis of the quality of annotation. And while the object locations generated in
Chapter 4 are suboptimal in terms of object coverage, they are close to optimal in
terms of object recognition performance. This suggests the necessity of a future
shift towards more variant descriptors, which would complete the circle to return
Bag-of-Words to a computer vision model with a strong structure.

In this thesis we enabled the joint recognition of multiple object in one image
as a step towards the narrative of an image. But the next challenge towards
generating stories has to be the inclusion of spatial relations between the concepts.
Spatial relations are important to distinguish between a person in a car and a person
in front of a car, which would be a comletely different type of picture. Spatial
relations can also be used to improve identification. This can be appreciated
an abstract landscape painting: a greenish blob can only be identified as water
through its relative position in the image. Another major step will be the inclusion
of action relations or interaction relations leading to the identification of verbs in
the narrative of a picture. Verbs are essential in creating proper sentences. They
convey rich semantics such as a person driving a car and a car stopping for a person,
both different stories. The results of this thesis, combined with spatial relations
and (inter-)action relations, open the road from the where and the what to the full
story of the image. Nevertheless, the three object stories which we are able to
generate now can already leave a powerful impression.

Sand, Sea, Cocktail.
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